As the number of cores and threads in throughput accelerators such as Graphics Processing Units (GPU) increases, so does the importance of on-chip interconnection network design. This article explores throughputeffective Network-on-Chips (NoC) for future compute accelerators that employ Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) programming models such as CUDA and OpenCL. A hardware optimization is "throughput effective" if it improves parallel application-level performance per unit chip area. We evaluate performance of future looking workloads using detailed closed-loop simulations modeling compute nodes, NoC, and the DRAM memory system. We start from a mesh design with bisection bandwidth balanced to off-chip demand. Accelerator workloads tend to demand high off-chip memory bandwidth which results in a many-to-few traffic pattern when coupled with expected technology constraints of slow growth in pins-per-chip. Leveraging these observations we reduce NoC area by proposing a "checkerboard" NoC which alternates between conventional full routers and half routers with limited connectivity. Next, we show that increasing network terminal bandwidth at the nodes connected to DRAM controllers alleviates a significant fraction of the remaining imbalance resulting from the many-to-few traffic pattern. Furthermore, we propose a "double checkerboard inverted" NoC organization which takes advantage of channel slicing to reduce area while maintaining the performance improvements of the aforementioned techniques. This organization also has a simpler routing mechanism and improves average application throughput per unit area by 24.3%.
INTRODUCTION
The Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) programming model [Valiant 1990 ] is attractive for throughput accelerators since it provides relatively simple software scalability as the number of cores increases with Moore's Law. Languages such as CUDA [Nickolls [Khronos Group 2010] , and recently proposed programming models for future accelerator architectures [Kelm et al. 2010a ] embody the BSP model. In this article, we explore the on-chip network design space for compute accelerators. Our goal is to find NoC designs for future compute accelerator architectures employing BSP-like programming models that provide the best performance per unit area cost, that is, those that are throughput effective.
Highly multithreaded applications running on multicore microprocessors may have coherence traffic and data sharing resulting in significant core-to-core communication.
In contrast, accelerator applications written in a BSP style [Che et al. 2009; Kelm et al. 2010a] tend to organize communication to be local to a group of threads that can execute on hardware units that are located close together and have less communication between threads in different groups even when coherence is supported [Kelm et al. 2010a [Kelm et al. , 2010b . Consequently, as the number of pins on a chip is growing only 10% per year [ITRS 2008] , the net effect of increases in transistor density on accelerator architectures is an increasingly many-to-few traffic pattern [Abts et al. 2009 ] with many compute cores sending traffic to a few Memory Controller (MC) nodes. Using detailed closed-loop simulation, we identify how the many-to-few-to-many traffic causes another performance bottleneck. A high-level diagram of this communication pattern is illustrated in Figure 1 . As we will see, MCs become hotspots in the system and have much higher injection rates than the compute cores due to the prevalence of read requests in the system which are small packets but result in large read-reply packets.
An implication of this is the following. Starting from a baseline mesh topology with bisection bandwidth balanced to effective off-chip memory bandwidth (labeled "Balanced Mesh" in Figure 2 ) application-level throughput can be increased while maintaining a regular NoC topology by naively increasing channel bandwidth. The "2x BW" data point in Figure 2 shows the impact this has on throughput effectiveness (IPC/mm 2 ). This figure decomposes throughput per unit chip area as the product of application-level throughput (measured in scalar Instructions Per Cycle-IPC) on the x-axis and inverse area (1/mm 2 ) on the y-axis 1 . Curves in this figure represent constant throughput effectiveness (IPC/mm 2 ) and design points closer to the top right near "Ideal NoC" are more desirable. An ideal NoC has infinite bandwidth, zero latency, and zero NoC area. In contrast, the "Thr. Eff." point results from modifying the baseline NoC to take advantage of the many-to-few-to-many traffic, resulting in a design closer to the throughput effectiveness of an ideal NoC than alternative designs. Fig. 2 . Throughput-effective design space. "Balanced Mesh": bisection bandwidth balanced to off-chip DRAM bandwidth (Section 3); "Thr. Eff.": mesh network optimized for many-to-few-to-many traffic (Section 4); "2x BW": mesh with double channel width.
The contributions of this article are as follows.
-We present a limit study on the impact of on-chip networks across a wide range of compute accelerator applications, identifying the impact of on-chip communication on overall performance. Based on our analysis, we show how conventional network improvements (such as reducing router latency) do not significantly improve overall performance while simply increasing channel width results in significant performance gains but with a large and unacceptable area increase. Consequently, we propose simultaneously considering the effect of the NoC on parallel application-level performance and chip area to find NoCs which are throughput effective. -We identify that the many-to-few-to-many traffic pattern of throughput accelerators (more compute nodes than MCs) creates a traffic imbalance and show how the overall system performance is directly correlated with the injection rate of the few MC nodes. -Based on the aforesaid observations, we propose a throughput-effective design that includes a novel checkerboard network organization using half routers with limited connectivity to reduce the on-chip network area while having minimal impact on performance. The throughput-effective design also includes a multiport router structure to provide additional terminal bandwidth on the few routers connected to the MCs that improves system performance at minimal area cost. -We propose a "Double Checkerboard Inverted" (DCI) network organization which maintains the benefits of the preceding techniques while having a simpler routing mechanism. This design utilizes a special form of channel slicing where each compute or MC node is connected to both a half and a full router. -We demonstrate how to extend the DCI network organization to operate with more sophisticated routing mechanisms. By employing two simple injection rules, we show how "Class-based Deterministic Routing" (CDR) can be used in conjunction with DCI without incurring any area overhead. -We investigate the interactions of various MC placements and our proposed throughput-effective techniques, discuss the implementation trade-offs of peripheral versus scattered placements, and demonstrate how to benefit from our proposed techniques in both cases of peripheral and scattered MC placement. Figure 3 shows a visual organization of the building blocks for throughput-effective design options we explore in this article. Throughput-effective designs can be achieved by either increasing the application-level performance or decreasing the area footprint of system components: Checkerboard network organization and channel slicing reduce area while multiport MC routers and optimized MC placement provide application-level speedups. We will combine these basic techniques or their enhanced versions to achieve a throughput-effective design. The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes background information, Section 3 identifies important insights into NoC behavior of throughput accelerator architectures, Section 4 describes our proposed NoC, Section 5 describes experimental results, Section 6 provides discussions, Section 7 summarizes related work, and we conclude in Section 8.
BASELINE ARCHITECTURE
In this section we describe our baseline accelerator architecture and on-chip interconnect. Throughput accelerators can be classified along several dimensions: SIMT 2 versus SIMD, degree of multithreading per core, support for caching and coherence, and the granularity at which heterogeneity is introduced. We study a generic architecture with some similarities to NVIDIA's Fermi [NVIDIA 2009 ] and GeForce GTX 280, but our baseline is not meant to be identical to any specific GPU. We believe that our conclusions are applicable to other architectures. We employ benchmarks written in CUDA [Nickolls et al. 2008; NVIDIA 2010] , which is similar to the open standard OpenCL [Khronos Group 2010] . Many of the benchmarks we use (see Table I ) are "dwarves" [Asanovic et al. 2009 ] from Rodinia [Che et al. 2009] .
Our baseline architecture is illustrated in Figures 4 , 5, and 6. Figure 4 illustrates the overall chip layout showing the placement of compute nodes and memory controller nodes. In this work, we assume a 2D mesh topology with the Memory Controllers (MCs) placed on the top and the bottom rows, similar to the topology and layout used in Intel's 80-core design [Vangal et al. 2008] and Tilera TILE64 [Wentzlaff et al. 2007] processors. We are interested in a general-purpose accelerator architecture, therefore, similar to Intel's Pangaea [Wong et al. 2008 ], we do not consider fixed function graphics hardware.
Network
Current GPUs often use a crossbar with concentration (to share a single port among several cores). This results in a few number of ports and makes the crossbar a viable option but as the number of cores is bound to increase in the future, the scalability of this approach will be limited. It has been shown that the overheads of high cardinality switches (e.g., a 30 × 30 crossbar) are unacceptable [Pullini et al. 2007] . A crossbar would be connecting components that are scattered throughout the chip. Routing very long wires to and from a central crossbar is neither easy nor inexpensive. In addition, prior work ], which included a crossbar comparison, showed that for the workloads we consider performance is relatively insensitive to topology. Thus, we chose a 2D mesh topology since it provides a very regular, simple, and scalable network [Balfour and Dally 2006] . To avoid protocol deadlock, request and reply traffic have dedicated virtual channels. Comparisons with asymmetric crossbars as well as topologies such as CMesh and flattened butterfly are presented in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. The techniques provided in this work are orthogonal to concentration as we will discuss in more detail in Sections 6.1 and 6.3. Figure 5 illustrates a compute node. We assume 8-wide SIMD pipelines that execute "warps" (NVIDIA terminology; similar to "wavefronts" in AMD's terminology) consisting of 32 scalar threads executed over four clock cycles. Each compute core maintains a dispatch queue holding up to 32 ready warps (representing up to 1024 scalar threads). Memory operations (loads and stores) to global memory (visible to all threads on all cores) go through a memory divergence detection stage (DD) that attempts to "coalesce" memory accesses from different scalar threads within a warp that access a single L1 cache line so that only one request is made per cache block miss. In line with recent multicore architectures such as Sun Niagara [Kongetira et al. 2005] and as suggested by an NVIDIA patent application [Nickolls et al. 2011] , we place shared L2 cache banks adjacent to the MCs. Applications also employ a software-managed scratchpad memory or "shared memory" (S) in NVIDIA's terminology. Addresses are low-order interleaved among MCs every 256 bytes [Harris 2009 ] to reduce the likelihood of any single MC becoming a hotspot [Pfister and Norton 1985] .
Compute Nodes and Memory Controllers

CHARACTERIZATION
In this section we analyze characteristics of BSP applications written in CUDA on the baseline architecture described in Section 2 using closed-loop execution-driven simulations (see Section 5.1 for configuration details). We start by identifying the bisection bandwidth required to achieve a balanced NoC design when considering the heavy off-chip demands of accelerator workloads. Then, we classify our applications by the intensity of on-chip traffic they generate and their application-level throughput sensitivity to NoC optimizations.
Balanced Design
We first size the bisection bandwidth of our network with the aim of finding a balanced design. Bisection bandwidth is a key parameter limiting network throughput. It is defined as the minimum bandwidth over all cuts that partition the network with equal number of nodes in each half [Dally and Towles 2004] . Starting from an on-chip network with bisection bandwidth that is "too low" may significantly limit application throughput for memory bound applications (which should instead be limited by off-chip bandwidth) while an on-chip network with bisection bandwidth that is "too high" may waste area.
Figure 7 plots two curves: One curve (square markers) is the harmonic mean throughput (IPC) of our benchmarks assuming realistic timing models for compute nodes and memory nodes, but a zero-latency network with limited aggregate bandwidth. This network has zero latency once a flit is accepted, but it limits the number of flits accepted per cycle by enforcing the bandwidth limit specified on the x-axis. Here, bandwidth is total flits transmitted across the network, expressed as a fraction of peak DRAM bandwidth. A packet is accepted provided the bandwidth limit has not been exceeded. Multiple sources can transmit to a destination in one cycle and a source can send multiple flits in one cycle. Application-level throughput is normalized to that obtained with an infinite-bandwidth zero-latency network. The slight improvements beyond the point where bisection bandwidth is equal to DRAM bandwidth (1.0 on x-axis) is due to the presence of L2 caches.
The other curve (diamond markers) shows this throughput divided by an estimated chip area. Chip area here includes compute node area and NoC area. NoC area is estimated to be proportional to the square of the channel bandwidth [Balfour and Dally 2006] . Although higher network bandwidth continues to increase the performance, when normalized to cost, an optimal design from a performance per area perspective occurs at around bisection bandwidth ratio of 0.7-0.8. In addition, since performance is generally limited by off-chip bandwidth due to a lack of locality in the workloads and considering the activate/precharge overheads of switching DRAM pages, a network bandwidth with 70-80% of the peak off-chip DRAM bandwidth also provides a balanced network design. Based on this bisection bandwidth ratio, we determine that this ratio approximately corresponds to a 2D mesh network with 16-byte channels.
3 Note, the resulting balanced channel bandwidth depends on the ratio of NoC area to the rest of the chip. If the ratio of NoC goes down the maximum point of throughput/cost curve (diamond markers) moves to the right and the curve becomes more flat. For example, if we assume that NoC is 3× smaller than our estimated area, the maximum will occur around the 1.2 mark on x-axis which corresponds to a network with 24-byte channels. While starting from a different baseline bandwidth would change the raw numbers in the rest of the article, it would not affect the trends.
Network Limit Study
Next we perform a limit study to measure the performance benefits of an ideal NoC (zero latency and infinite bandwidth) versus our baseline mesh with 16B channel size. This gives us an upper bound for application-level throughput improvements that are possible by optimizing NoC. Figure 8 shows the speedup of an ideal network over the mesh with 16B channel bandwidth, a 4-stage router pipeline, and a 1-cycle channel delay (5-cycle per hop delay) with the parameters shown in Table IV .
We divide applications into three groups using a two-letter classification scheme. The first letter (H or L) denotes high or low (greater or less than 30%) speedup with an ideal network. The second letter (H or L) denotes whether the application sends a heavy or light amount of traffic with an ideal network: accepted traffic, averaged across all nodes, is greater than or less than 1 Byte/cycle. All of our applications fall into one of these three groups: LL, LH, and HH. There is no HL group since applications with low memory access are not likely to get a speedup with a better network. Despite the mesh having sufficient bisection bandwidth ( Figure 7 ) the average speedup of an ideal network versus our realistic baseline mesh is 42.3% across all benchmarks, 102.7% across HH benchmarks, and 44.6% across the Rodinia [Che et al. 2009 ] benchmarks. We explore the reasons for this next.
Applications in LL place little demand on the network as a result of low utilization of the off-chip DRAM. Studying the source code of these applications and their detailed simulation statistics we find several reasons for this: some benchmarks have 3 In Figure 7 , the network transfers at most N flits/cycle at interconnect clock frequency (iclk). The x-axis in
where mclk is the DRAM clock frequency. At the marked location (x = 0.816), N is 12 flits/iclk. Hence, link size is 12 (N) times flit size (16B) divided by 12 (bisection of a 36-node mesh has 12 links) equals 16B per channel. Clock frequencies are from Table II . been heavily optimized to group related threads together on a compute node and make good use of the software-managed scratchpad memory and/or achieve high L1 hit rates. On the other hand, another set of benchmarks like NE and LU spend the majority of their runtime running a few threads on each core which cannot fully occupy the multithreaded pipeline. The LL and HH applications behave as expected: applications that make low use of memory are expected to have low sensitivity to network performance and, conversely, for those with heavy traffic one would expect to see high speedups. The LH group has a moderate memory usage but its performance does not increase much with an ideal network. Figure 9 shows the IPC of the ideal NoC and baseline mesh configuration as a fraction of the peak theoretical IPC of the chip. Peak theoretical IPC is reached when all the SIMD lanes of the chip are executing one instruction per cycle. All but one of LH benchmarks achieve close to peak performance indicating that the NoC is not the bottleneck. The exception, NNC, has an insufficient number of threads to fully occupy the fine-grain multithreaded pipeline or to saturate the memory system.
Router Latency and Bisection Bandwidth
In this section we show that aggressive router latency optimizations [Peh and Dally 2001; Mullins et al. 2004; Kumar et al. 2007a Kumar et al. , 2007b do not provide significant performance benefits for our workloads. Figure 10 shows that replacing the 4-cycle baseline routers with aggressive 1-cycle routers results in fairly modest speedups ranging from no speedup to at most 6% (harmonic mean speedup is 1.8% for all benchmarks). Figure 11 compares the network latency of these two configurations; y-axis is the network latency reduction of using 1-cycle routers over 4-cycle baseline routers. These figures show that an aggressive router can decrease network latency but this improvement in network performance is not enough to translate into noticeable overall performance benefits for these workloads. Contention in the network prevents the aggressive routers from achieving a latency reduction comparable to a zero-load network. Even LL benchmarks that have a low average NoC usage suffer contention because they generate bursty traffic. One example of this behavior is loading the scratchpad memory from global memory in the beginning of a kernel and then leaving the NoC unused for the majority of kernel runtime.
In contrast, network bandwidth is an important metric as it impacts the overall throughput of the network. By increasing the network channel bandwidth by a factor of 2× (from 16B to 32B), a 28.6% speedup is achieved over the baseline with 16B channels as shown in Figure 10 . However, high-bandwidth NoC designs are very costly in terms of area as we show in Section 5.9.
To shed more light on this matter, Figure 12 compares the average NoC latencies of 4-cycle router baseline, 1-cycle router, and 2× bandwidth routers. It can be seen that the latency saved by the 1-cycle routers is only a small fraction of the overall NoC latency, especially for the HH benchmarks. On the other hand, doubling the bandwidth has a large and meaningful impact on the latency (e.g., the NoC latency goes down 55% for STC). The data in Figure 12 is strongly suggestive of an imbalance in the network resulting in considerable contention. Next, we show that the traffic pattern is one of the reasons for this imbalance.
Many-to-Few-to-Many Traffic Pattern
The compute accelerator architectures we study present the network with a manyto-few-to-many traffic with many compute nodes communicating with a few MCs. As shown earlier in Figure 1 , the MC bottleneck is not only caused by the ratio of many cores to few MCs (28/8 in our simulations), but also caused by the difference in packet sizes. As a result, by simulating a closed-loop system with all components modeled, we also identify how the many-to-few-to-many traffic pattern causes a bottleneck in addition to the bottleneck caused by the many-to-few pattern. The traffic sent from compute cores to MCs consists of either read requests (small 8-byte packets) or, less frequently, write requests (large 64-byte packets) while the traffic from MCs to compute cores only consists of read replies (large 64-byte packets). This creates an imbalance in injection rates. To better demonstrate the differences in the number of read and write requests, Figure 13 shows the ratio of the number of read-request packets to the number of write-request packets that are sent from compute cores for all the benchmarks.
reduction, that is, 0.45 in Figure 11 . Note that the link latency is always 1 and serialization latency is not changing so the minimum possible latency reduction ratio is 0.4. Figure 14 compares the average injection rates of compute nodes and MC nodes for all the benchmarks. For this figure NoC is assumed to be ideal to better demonstrate the traffic demand that the NoC is expected to handle. This figure demonstrates the bottleneck caused by the few-to-many component of the many-to-few-to-many traffic pattern, especially for the HH benchmarks. Figure 15 plots ideal network speedup versus average memory controller node injection rate. Speedups are correlated to the memory controller injection rate (or the MC output bandwidth shown in Figure 1 ) with a correlation coefficient of 0.926. This suggests the presence of a bottleneck on the read response path.
The higher injection rates of memory response data returning from the MCs create bottlenecks in the reply network that can stall the MCs. This issue is depicted in Figure 16 which shows the fraction of the time MCs are stalled (i.e., cannot process requests) because the network cannot accept packets from MCs, resulting in MCs being stalled up to 73% of the time for some of the HH benchmarks. We address this issue in Section 4.3.
THROUGHPUT-EFFECTIVE NETWORK DESIGN
In this section we leverage the insights from the analysis in Section 3 to design throughput-effective NoCs for compute accelerators. As shown in Figure 3 , throughputeffective designs can be achieved by either increasing the application-level performance or decreasing the area footprint of system components. We introduce techniques that utilize both of these strategies. We describe the checkerboard network organization which uses half routers to reduce network cost while exploiting the many-to-few traffic pattern characteristics. In addition, it also enables a staggered MC placement to avoid creating hotspots. To address the many-to-few traffic imbalance, we describe a simple yet effective router microarchitectural extension to the checkerboard network with multiport routers at the few nodes that increases the terminal bandwidth of these nodes. We also extend the checkerboard network with channel slicing to create two parallel networks and further reduce area. Finally we demonstrate how the benefits of these techniques can be realized in a double checkerboard inverted network organization.
Checkerboard Network Organization
Although the many-to-few traffic pattern creates challenges, it also provides opportunities for optimization-for example, there is no all-to-all communication among all nodes in the system. Based on this observation, we propose a checkerboard NoC to exploit this traffic pattern and reduce the area of the NoC. Figure 17 shows a 6×6 configuration of the checkerboard network where routers alternate between full routers shown with solid shaded squares and half routers drawn with hatching. A full router provides full connectivity between all five ports in a 2D mesh while a half router (shown in detail in Figure 18 ) limits the connectivity as packets cannot change dimensions within the router. The router microarchitecture is similar to a dimension-sliced microarchitecture [Kessler and Schwarzmeier 1993] but in a dimension-sliced router, packets can change dimensions while we limit this capability to further reduce the complexity of the router. While the injection port and the ejection port of a half router are connected to all ports, the East port only has a connection to the West port and similarly, the North port is connected only to the South port. By taking advantage of half routers, the router area can be significantly reduced. For example, in a full router, the crossbar requires a 5×5 crossbar 5 while the half router only requires four 2×1 muxes (two for each dimension) and one 4×1 mux for the ejection port, resulting in approximately 40% reduction in area (detailed analysis in Section 5.9).
The checkerboard layout does present some limitations in terms of communication (and routing) because of the limited connectivity of the half routers. Regardless of the routing algorithm (minimal, adaptive, or nonminimal), a packet with a full-router source and a full-router destination that are an odd number of columns or rows away cannot be routed, as illustrated in Figure 17 (a), since the packet cannot turn at a half router. However, by exploiting the many-to-few traffic pattern, the communication between fullrouters can be removed by placing the MC nodes at half routers. Thus, all full routers represent a compute node and this routing limitation of the checkerboard layout does not become a problem for these throughput accelerator architectures. In addition, as the data in Section 3.4 suggests, an injection rate imbalance between MCs and compute cores creates hotspots in the baseline network in which the MCs are placed in neighboring locations on top and bottom of the chip. Thus, the checkerboard network can also exploit a staggered MC placement Abts et al. 2009] . Similarly, in architectures with large last-level on-chip caches, if the cache banks are restricted to nodes with half routers they can be accessed by all compute nodes. Miss traffic at these banks can reach MC nodes from the cache banks, provided both cache banks and MCs are also placed at half-router nodes, since half routers can always route to other half routers (as described shortly).
However, if cache banks are placed on the same tiles as the compute cores, the checkerboard organization will restrict cache-to-cache communication as full routers cannot communicate with all other full routers. In this case packets would need to be routed to an intermediate half router (either minimally or nonminimally) and be ejected or removed from the network-before being reinjected into the network and being routed to their destination, thus doubling the network load 6 . However, prior work has shown that for accelerator applications written in BSP-style languages supporting coherence, cache-to-cache communication is relatively infrequent [Kelm et al. 2010a] , and hence we expect the impact of this routing on overall performance to be minimal. In addition, in Section 4.5 we will illustrate a novel extension of checkerboard routing that completely eliminates this limitation.
Checkerboard Routing Algorithm and Flow Control
We assume a baseline Dimension-Ordered Routing (DOR) using XY routing in the proposed checkerboard network. However, because of the limited connections of the half routers, XY routing cannot route a packet for the following three traffic patterns. Case 1. It won't route a packet in routing from a full router to a half router which is an odd number of columns away and not in the same row. Case 2. It won't route a packet in routing from a half router to a half router which is an even number of columns away and not in the same row.
Case 3. It won't route a packet in routing from a half router to a full router which is an even number of columns away and not in the same row.
If YX routing is used as the baseline routing algorithm, similar routing restrictions exist as well. For Case 1, since a packet cannot "turn" or change dimensions at a half router, YX routing can be used instead of XY routing and thus, the packet turns at a full router as shown in Figure 17 (b). For Case 2, neither XY nor YX routing can be used to route packets because of the limitations of half routers (Figure 17(c) ). As a result, an additional turn is needed to route the packet from the source to its destination by first routing to an intermediate, full-router node and then routing to the destination. A random, intermediate full router is selected within the minimum quadrant containing the source and destination that does not share the same row as the source and is not an odd number of columns away from the source. Thus, Checkerboard Routing (CR) occurs in two phases-in the first phase, YX routing is used to route to the intermediate node and in the second phase, XY routing is used to route minimally to the destination. The CR routing is similar to a 2-phase ROMM routing [Nesson and Johnsson 1995] discussed in Section 7 but differs as the random intermediate node is restricted to a full router and each phase needs to be done with a different DOR routing.
Case 3 can be handled either like Case 1 or like Case 2. In Section 5 we will show that handling Case 3 like Case 1 using YX routing yields higher average application-level throughput. Figure 17(d) shows an example of Case 3 being handled like Case 1.
To avoid circular dependencies and routing deadlock, two virtual channels are needed in the checkerboard routing, similar to O1Turn routing algorithm [Seo et al. 2005] . The YX routing is done using one VC while XY routing uses another VC. Additional VCs to avoid protocol deadlock are still needed. Although the checkerboard network requires additional VCs, the reduction in router area is substantial as shown in Section 5.9.
Reducing overall chip area with this design may require layout modifications like those illustrated in Figure 19 . This figure assumes for illustration and clarity purposes a 75% reduction in the area of a half router and a full router that is initially 25% of a tile leading to a 10% area reduction in chip area.
Multiport Routers for Memory Controller Nodes
To help reduce the bottleneck at the few nodes with many-to-few-to-many traffic pattern (shown in Figure 1 ), we propose a simple change to the routers attached to the few MC nodes: adding additional injection/ejection ports from/to the MC and creating a multiport router microarchitecture. These additional ports do not increase the network bisection bandwidth or any network channel bandwidth but instead increase the terminal bandwidth by providing more injection/ejection bandwidth from/to the shows the proposed multiport router microarchitecture with additional injection/ejection ports. Selection of the ports at multiport routers can be done in a simple round-robin fashion. The important point is increasing the terminal bandwidth, and multiport routers are one simple way of achieving this effect. Note that only the routers connected to the MC nodes change. When adding extra injection ports, we leverage the fact that an MC is servicing requests from many compute cores; as packets destined to different compute cores get in the MC router, they will start traveling in different directions towards their destinations. This technique would not improve performance if the MC had to service a single compute core for a long time since we are not increasing the bandwidth of the links between routers.
4.3.1. Smart Injection Port Selection Policy. As mentioned before, selection of injection ports at multiport routers can be done in a simple round-robin fashion. Round-robin ensures fair usage of port resources and provides reasonable performance as we will show in Section 5.4. Nevertheless it is possible to optimize the overall throughput of the system by designing more intelligent injection mechanisms when there is a choice. The underlying mechanism that improves the performance for multiport injection is that as packets reach the router they start bidding for different outgoing ports and therefore get through the router at the same time. We designed a smart port selection mechanism that tries to boost this effect and therefore increase the number of packets that start traveling in the network. The smart mechanism can be summarized in the following steps.
Step 1. Start with a random injection port.
Step 2. If port under consideration is empty then inject to it otherwise use step 3.
Step 3. If the current packet is going to bid for the same output direction as the last packet injected to this port, then inject to this port.
Step 4. Otherwise, try the next port with criteria in steps 2 and 3, if there is no more ports left to test, pick the last port under consideration.
The basic idea is to keep the packets that are going to the same output direction together in the same injection port so that when a packet to a different direction arrives it goes to another port. Therefore, there is a higher chance that the ports are sending packets to different directions in parallel. The aforesaid mechanism is applicable to any number of ports. Implementation for our 2-port setup would require a 2-bit history for each injection port to remember the output direction of last injected packet. Depending on timing requirements of hardware implementation the preceding steps can be done in parallel for all the ports with simple logic.
We also considered other policies such as random port selection or selecting the port with maximum empty space. Our default round-robin policy and the smart policy introduced earlier performed better than the other policies we tried. Another policy that performed particularly poorly was similar to the smart method mentioned before except for step 3 where it would inject to the port under consideration if the current packet was going to bid for a different output direction as the last packet injected to that port. This is essentially the opposite of the smart policy and would distribute packets going to the same output into different ports.
Double Network-Channel-Sliced Network
The area footprint of NoC can be further reduced using channel slicing. For a network with a given bisection bandwidth with each channel having a bandwidth b, our baseline uses a single physical network. However, since router area is proportional to O(b 2 ), it can be reduced by taking advantage of channel slicing [Dally and Towles 2004] : creating a double network 7 , each with a channel bandwidth of b/2. Our channel-slicing technique increases the serialization latency of large packets (write requests and read replies) but as we showed earlier these accelerator architectures are not sensitive to a slight increase in latency.
The traffic in the double network can be distributed with a dedicated double network where each network is used for a different class of traffic where one network carries request packets and the other network carries reply packets, or with a combined double network where all traffic classes can be sent across either network. With a dedicated double network, no extra Virtual Channel (VC) is needed to avoid protocol deadlock while with either a combined double network or a single network, VCs are needed for protocol deadlock avoidance. On the other hand, a dedicated double network essentially cuts the terminal bandwidth of all the nodes to half. A combined double network maintains the terminal bandwidth of all the the nodes and can better load-balance the network traffic since a packet can utilize either network. It will also increase the area footprint of routers by doubling the number of VCs required. A combined double network with checkerboard routing requires four VCs in each network while a dedicated double network would require only two VCs per network. Later in Section 4.5 we will demonstrate how we can keep the number of VCs the same as a dedicated double network while load-balancing the traffic like a combined double network. Note that channel slicing is orthogonal to checkerboard routing.
Double Checkerboard Inverted Network Organization (DCI)
The double network organization (Section 4.4) can reduce the NoC area compared with a single network and enables new optimization opportunities to remove the limitations of checkerboard networks. In this section we introduce a double network organization based on the checkerboard network that we refer to as Double Checkerboard Inverted (DCI).
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The double checkerboard network can be created by two checkerboard subnetworks. However, the DCI differs from the double checkerboard as we exploit an inverted checkerboard where the location of the full and half routers is inverted, compared with a normal checkerboard network. Thus, one of the subnetworks in DCI is a checkerboard network while the other subnetwork is an inverted checkerboard network-resulting in all nodes (both compute or MC nodes) to be connected to both a full router and a half router as shown in Figure 21 . This form of double network organization removes all the limitations of a checkerboard design as it allows all the nodes to communicate directly with all other nodes. The routing algorithm is also simplified as DOR routing can be used without having to switch routing at an intermediate node (Section 4.2). Subnetwork selection policy. To leverage a simple XY DOR routing, the following injection rules must be followed.
Rule (1). If the destination node is an even number of columns away from the source node then inject the packet to the full router attached to the source node.
Rule (2). If the destination node is an odd number of columns away from the source node then inject the packet to the half router attached to the source node.
Following this injection policy, all instances of special Cases 1-3 of checkerboard routing, mentioned in Section 4.2, are removed and there is no need for any packet to turn at a half router. Figure 23 shows some examples of DCI routing. Solid lines in Figure 23 are examples of selecting full routers for injection while dashed lines show examples of selecting half routers for injection.
Each subnetwork in DCI requires a minimum of two VCs for protocol deadlock avoidance-one VC for request packets and one VC for reply packets. DCI utilizes both subnetworks for both memory request and reply packets similar to a combined double network while it can keep the number of VCs the same as a dedicated double checkerboard network (combined and dedicated networks were described in Section 4.4).
As Figure 21 shows DCI provides two injection and ejection ports at each node while the routers themselves only have one injection and one ejection port. Since the subnetworks are formed using channel slicing the terminal bandwidth of DCI is the same as a single network and a combined double network. Achieving a similar effect with a dedicated double checkerboard network would require multiport routers.
Another benefit of DCI is that it allows for a more regular tile design since all the nodes now have both a full and a half router as demonstrated in Figure 22 . 
Augmenting DCI with Advanced Routing Techniques
A further advantage of the DCI design is that it can be extended to work with routing techniques that are more sophisticated than DOR. For example, O1turn routing [Seo et al. 2005 ] can be used with DCI by adding an extra set of virtual channels. DCI can also be used with "Class-based Deterministic Routing" (CDR) [Abts et al. 2009 ]. In CDR routing request packets are routed using XY routing and reply packets are routed using YX routing. As observed by Abts et al. [2009] CDR routing is useful in the cases with a peripheral row-based MC placement like our baseline in Figure 4 . Utilizing YX routing for the reply packets reduces their contention as they leave the MCs when MCs are placed in neighboring locations in a row.
We now describe an extension to the DCI subnetwork selection policy that enables CDR without requiring any extra VCs. To use DCI with CDR the compute cores that send request packets and use XY routing employ the injection rules (1) and (2) of Section 4.5 and MC nodes that send reply packets and use YX routing employ the rules (1 ) and (2 ) described next.
Rule (1 ). If the destination node is an even number of rows away from the source node then inject the packet to the full router attached to the source node.
Rule (2 ). If the destination node is an odd number of rows away from the source node then inject the packet to the half router attached to the source node.
Using this technique, no packet will need to turn at any half router and no change to the CDR technique is necessary once a packet is injected into the network. Note that each subnetwork requires only one VC dedicated to XY routing for the request packets and one VC dedicated to YX routing for the reply packets. Routing deadlock does not happen because each packet only turns once, and protocol deadlock does not happen since request and reply packets have dedicated VCs. 4.6.1. DCI Enhanced (DCIE)-Increasing Network Utilization for DCI. If both the source and destination of a packet are on the same row/column then the packet does not need to turn. Such a packet can use either of the subnetworks in DCI as it will never turn and therefore it does not have to comply with the subnetwork selection rules of DCI. We can take advantage of this observation by choosing the injection subnetwork in a manner that improves overall network utilization. When the nonturning packets are being injected, we select the subnetwork that has been least utilized recently. To keep the mechanism simple we limit our selection mechanism to local subnetwork selection history. There are numerous implementation possibilities; we chose to employ an updown counter that counts up when a packet is injected to subnetwork 1 and counts down when a packet is injected to subnetwork 0. When the injection mechanism faces a nonturning packet it decides where to inject it based on the counter value, for example, if counter value is positive the packet is injected to subnetwork 0. This is just a simple way of approximating the load of each subnetwork, where the goal is to take advantage of nonturning packets to increase the utilization of the DCI network. We will refer to this technique as DCI Enhanced or DCIE.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present experimental results for our throughput-effective NoC optimizations. We start by describing our simulation setup, then explore the impact of checker MC placement, the impact of checkerboard routing, the impact of multiport routers at the MC nodes, and the impact of channel slicing. Next we evaluate the impact of the DCI network and then show the effects of various MC placements on the aforementioned techniques accompanied by a discussion of implementation trade-offs of MC placements. We also evaluate some of our techniques in an open-loop simulation setup and present the area analysis of our techniques. Finally, we discuss the throughput effectiveness of our techniques.
Methodology
We use a modified version of GPGPU-Sim ], a detailed cycle-level simulator modeling a contemporary GPU running compute accelerator workloads. The modifications we made include adding support for a limited number of MSHRs per core, proper modeling of memory coalescing according to the CUDA manual [NVIDIA 2010], using Booksim 2.0 [Jiang et al. 2013 ] instead of Booksim 1.0, and adding support for some undocumented (by NVIDIA) barrier synchronization behavior required by LE and SS benchmarks (barriers synchronize at the level of warps rather than scalar threads in NVIDIA GPUs [Wong et al. 2010] ). All these changes except the migration from Booksim 1.0 to Booksim 2.0 are currently publicly available as GPGPU-Sim version 2.1.2b.
9 Table II and IV show our hardware parameters. 10 Configuration abbreviations are listed in Table V . While we are interested in future designs, we chose parameters 9 The current version of GPGPU-Sim also includes a more realistic model for texture caches that was not present in our previous work [Bakhoda et al. 2010 ]. This new model slightly changes the simulation results of benchmarks like MUM and DG that use texture caches. We also model a smaller number of entries for the buffers that connect L2 caches to the routers and DRAM controllers (8 entries for the buffers from router towards DRAM controller and 6 entries for the buffers in the other direction). In our previous work all these entries were set to 32. We believe the new settings are more realistic. This change results in an HM slowdown of 0.5% across all benchmarks for the baseline configuration and also slightly reduces the speedup of multiple ejection ports at MC routers. 10 In our previous work [Bakhoda et al. 2010] , we modeled half routers with a 3-stage pipeline though we found the performance impact of one less stage was negligible. In this work half routers have the same number of pipeline stages as full routers (4-stage). similar to GeForce GTX 280 except for the addition of caches which more closely represent per-thread resources on Fermi. 11 We do this to aid in estimating area overheads of compute portions of the overall accelerator. We use a modified version of Orion 2.0 [Kahng et al. 2009 ] for network area estimation; Table III shows the corresponding configuration options. Area estimation is explained in more detail in Section 5.9. The benchmarks used in simulation are listed in Table I 12 . We simulate all benchmarks to completion to capture distinct phases of the benchmarks. Figure 24 shows the performance impact of moving the MC nodes from the top-bottom configuration in Figure 4 to the staggered locations shown in Figure 17 , while still maintaining full routers and DOR routing. This placement of the MCs benefits from less contention [Abts et al. 2009 ] and by itself results in an average speedup of 13.2% compared to baseline top-bottom placement. 13 We chose this particular placement by picking the best performing placement after simulating several valid checkerboard placements (but did not exhaustively simulate all valid placements). We will revisit the effect of MC placement in more detail in Section 5.7.
Checkerboard Placement (CP)
For applications with low injection rates at the MC nodes (such as LL and LH applications), the MC placement has little or no impact on overall performance since the contention in the return network is not high. Note that WP's loss of performance (5.2%) is due to fairness issues that slow down a few of the compute cores. There are studies [Lee et al. 2008 [Lee et al. , 2010 that tackle the global fairness in NoCs which are orthogonal to the techniques we introduce in this article.
Checkerboard Routing (CR)
As described in Section 4.2 Checkerboard Routing (CR) requires an extra set of virtual channels to avoid deadlock. Therefore, we also simulate a configuration with 4 VCs 11 Compute core caches are shared by all threads running on that compute core. 12 In our previous work [Bakhoda et al. 2010] we used the original CUDA SDK versions of RD and BIN benchmarks. We have upgraded them to their newer 2.3 versions in this work. 13 Although Abts et al. [2009] showed the network performance improvement of better MC placement, they did not show its impact on overall system performance. Their evaluation was with synthetic traffic patterns and measured network latency. and DOR routing to make a fair comparison. Figure 25 shows the relative performance of DOR with 4VCs (solid bars) and checkerboard routing with 4VCs (hashed bars) compared to the DOR routing with 2VCs. These simulations show that using a checkerboard network, with half of the routers being half routers, results in no significant change in performance (on average 0.3% improvement), compared to the 2VC DOR network which requires all full routers. However, checkerboard results in 4.5% and 17.7% reductions in total router area compared to 2VC and 4VC DOR networks, respectively, using area estimations of Section 5.9.
14 Although a different routing algorithm is required in the checkerboard network, it is still minimal routing (minimal hop count between source and destination) and therefore the checkerboard network has minimal impact on average network latency. Averaged across all benchmarks, 38.3% of packets in the system will require YX routing-one of the three cases explained in Section 4.2.
As explained in Section 4.2, the special Case 3 of CR is routed by always taking the YX route (like Case 1). Figure 26 shows the relative performance of routing Case 3 like Case 1 using YX routing compared to handling Case 3 like Case 2 which involves YX routing to an intermediate node and then XY routing to destination.
Although both alternatives employ minimal routing, handling Case 3 only using YX routing provides a noticeably higher performance for many of HH benchmarks (maximum speedup of 7.3% for SS). Based on our analysis of channel utilizations, using YX routing provides better load-balancing. The other alternative puts more pressure on the routers and links in the center of the chip and increases contention as it involves routing to an intermediate router in the minimal quadrant. Figure 27 shows the speedups of increasing terminal bandwidth of MC routers by adding an extra injection port (3.1%), an extra ejection port (2.2%), and the combination of these changes (5.2%)-as described in Section 4.3 and Figure 20 seen that the speedups gained by extra injection and ejection ports are orthogonal and add up when combined. The highest speedups are gained by HH benchmarks (8.1%). The extra ports at MC routers reduce the average fraction of execution time that the injection ports at MCs are blocked (shown in Figure 16 ) by 58% which provides additional performance benefits. The extra terminal bandwidth provided by the extra injection ports at MCs alleviates the bottleneck at the injection port caused by the many-tofew-to-many pattern. Since MCs are servicing many compute cores, the packets will travel in different directions towards their respective destinations after they get in the network. A scattered MC placement like Figure 17 increases the chances of packets going to different directions as they get into the network. On the other hand, in the top-bottom MC placement of Figure 4 a majority of packets that are injected by the MCs will contend for the east/west ports of MC routers. This is caused by the combination of XY routing and presence of MC routers at adjacent locations. As a result, increasing the number of injection ports to two in the top-bottom placement configuration results in a moderate HM speedup of 2.5% (results not shown). It is important to consider the interactions of placement and routing mechanism to better take advantage of multiport MC routers.
Multiport Routers
Adding extra ejection ports to MC routers is beneficial for benchmarks that have relatively high average injection rates at compute nodes (see Figure 14 for injection rates). High injection rates at compute nodes are typically accompanied by higher ratios of write to read requests ( Figure 13 ). Although processing write requests faster does not directly translate into higher application-level performance, draining the network faster allows the read requests waiting behind the write requests to be processed earlier since the network resources are shared by read and write requests. Some benchmarks that benefit from extra ejection ports are TRA, LIB, and FWT.
We explained a smart port selection mechanism for multiport injection in Section 4.3.1. The goal is to keep the packets that are going to the same output direction together in the same injection port so that when a packet headed to a different direction arrives it goes to another port. This enables packets in different injection ports to start traversing the router earlier as their output directions are less likely to conflict with the output of packets in the other injection port. Enabling this techniques results in modest speedups over the default round-robin network selection mechanism with an HM average of less than 1% (results not shown). The maximum speedup is for the RD benchmarks with a 2% improvement. The speedup of smart port selection is more pronounced in double network designs that we evaluate in the following sections since it will be applied to more routers.
Double Network-Channel-Sliced Network
Conventionally, channel slicing is beneficial if combined with a reduction of the network diameter [Dally and Towles 2004; Kim et al. 2005] ; however, we utilize channel slicing without reducing network diameter to reduce network area (Section 5.9). Overall area is reduced because the crossbar area has a quadratic dependency on channel bandwidth. Fig. 28 . Relative performance of using two physical subnetworks (combined double network) with channel width 8B compared to a single network with channel width 16B (both have checkerboard routing, checkerboard placement, 4 VCs, and 8 buffers per VC).
As described earlier in Section 4, the traffic with a double network can be distributed either with a dedicated double network or with a combined double network where traffic can be sent across either network. Unfortunately, using a dedicated network results in a 32% harmonic mean slowdown of the benchmarks since it cuts the terminal bandwidth of all nodes in half.
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A combined double network is a better choice since it has minimal impact on performance while reducing the crossbar area. Figure 28 compares the performance of the combined double network and the single network. On average, the combined double network has a 1.2% slowdown while total router area is reduced by 31.81% as we show in Section 5.9. The overall throughput effectiveness improves by an average of 2.7%. Note that the aggregate storage used for VC buffers remains constant compared to a single network as explained shortly. Each subnetwork of the double network has the same number of VCs as the single network. While the number of VC buffers in the whole network doubles, each buffer's storage amount is reduced to half since the channel width is also halved.
In addition to maintaining the terminal bandwidth, a combined network provides much better load-balancing of the traffic compared to a dedicated network. A combined network achieves load-balancing because both request and reply packets use both of the physical subnetworks. On the other hand, in the dedicated design the link utilization of the subnetwork dedicated to reply packets is on average 85% more than the link utilization of the subnetwork dedicated to request packets. This load-imbalance is the result of relative abundance of read requests compared to write requests as well as the larger size of read-reply packets compared to read requests.
A fundamental drawback of channel slicing is increased serialization latency for large packets with narrower channels. This increase in latency only impacts read-reply and write request packets since the small read request packets still fit in a single flit. However, as shown earlier in Section 3.3, the additional latency has minimal impact on most workloads and is well tolerated by the compute cores. There are only a few HH benchmarks that experience a slight slowdown.
It is possible to further improve the performance of combined double networks by incorporating some techniques such as an intelligent subnetwork selector that improves load-balancing. However we focus our efforts on the DCI network discussed next which is a more elegant version of double network.
Double Checkerboard Inverted Network (DCI)
In this section we evaluate the Double Checkerboard Inverted design and its enhanced version, DCIE, which were introduced in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.1, respectively. DCI is a double network organization where each compute or MC node has both a full and a half router. This design allows all nodes to communicate directly with no extra overhead, and uses a simplified routing algorithm which requires a maximum of one turn in all cases as described in Section 4.5. DCIE allows the packets that are never going to turn to select their injection subnetwork based on the local historical usage of subnetworks. Figure 29 shows the relative application-level speedup of using DCI and DCIE over the combined double network design explained in Section 5.5. For comparison, this figure also shows the speedups of a configuration with equivalent resources except that it has no half routers (labeled All-Full-Routers). The All-Full-Routers design does not benefit from the area savings provided by the half router. It does not require any specific injection rules as opposed to DCI which injects to a certain subnetwork based on the distance of the destination node's column. Injection subnetwork is selected randomly for the All-Full-Routers configuration. As Figure 29 shows the harmonic mean speedup of All-Full-Routers over the combined double network is 2.9% across all the benchmarks which is closely followed by the 1.2% speedup of DCIE. DCI has a modest slowdown of 1.7%. DCIE has a 3.4% higher average link utilization compared to DCI and 2.6% compared to the double combined network. The HH benchmarks experience the highest speedups with DCIE as expected. As an example, CFD becomes 8.7% faster.
While it is possible to have DCI and DCIE networks with only two VCs per network, it is not as throughput effective as using four VCs. For example DCIE with 2 VCs would increase throughput effectiveness by only 0.6% compared to a combined double network but at the cost of a 1.7% reduction in performance (results not shown). On the other hand, using 4 VCs increases both performance and throughput effectiveness. Therefore, we employ 4 VC DCI and DCIE configurations.
In summary, DCIE improves system-level performance compared to the combined double network of Section 5.5, has the same NoC area footprint, simplifies the routing algorithm, and removes the restrictions on the placement of MCs.
MC Placement Effects
In this section we examine the impact of MC placement on the techniques introduced before. Figure 30 shows four valid checkerboard placements. As we mentioned in Section 5.2 we picked the placement shown in Figure 30 (b) as the best performing placement. This placement scatters the MCs throughout the chip and we believe it can be realized given the current advanced state-of-the-art flip-chip technology. Flip-chip [Fang and Chang 2010] . Nevertheless, we show that the throughput-effective techniques we introduced can still be applied to peripheral MC placements. Figure 31 shows the sensitivity of the throughput-effective techniques discussed in this article to the placements shown in Figure 30 . In this figure, single DOR, single CR and single CR 2P refer to optimizations presented in Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 (smart port selection enabled) respectively. DCIE 2P combines the enhanced version of double checker inverted presented in Section 5.6 with smart multiport MCs of Section 5.4. Note that these techniques are orthogonal to each other. That is, each MC is attached to one half router and one full router in a DCIE 2P configuration and these routers have two injection and ejection ports. Subnetwork selection and routing inside each subnetwork is governed by DCIE rules while port selection is governed by the smart multiport selection policy.
As shown in Figure 31 , the scattered placement of Figure 30 (d) consistently performs better than the other placements and when combined with DCIE 2P results in a 19.5% speedup over baseline TB. Single CR 2P also achieves a similar speedup but at a higher area cost. (Section 5.10 provides a detailed comparison of these two configurations.)
Among the peripheral placements, the column-based placement of Figure 30 (b) outperforms the row-based placement of Figure 30(a) . The PeripheralCol placement combined with DCIE 2P results in a 12% speedup over baseline TB while keeping the MCs on the periphery. (CDR routing provides better performance if a peripheral MC placement is desired as we will describe later in this section.) The reason that column-based placements outperform row-based placements is that the large reply packets leaving the MCs have a higher chance of contention in the row-based versions due to dominance of XY routing.
The most important factor for the MC placement is to avoid putting the MCs in neighboring locations when XY routing is employed. When MCs are placed beside each other the packets leaving the MCs start contending immediately as they leave the MC nodes. Additionally, the MCs should not be placed on the central nodes in the mesh because the asymmetrical nature of the mesh increases the traffic passing through the center of the mesh and putting a hotspot node in such a location creates extra contention.
While we believe a scattered MC placement can be realized in hardware as we explained in the beginning of this section, if a peripheral placement of MCs is required then slightly more complex routing techniques such as Class-based Deterministic Routing (CDR) will provide better performance compared to DOR routing. For example, employing DCIE 2P in the top-bottom placement of Figure 4 (which is a type of row-based peripheral placement) results in a 5.1% slowdown over the baseline. When we employ the CDR variant of DCIE 2P (introduced in Section 4.6) with the same placement, a 13.3% improvement is achieved over the baseline.
CDR performs better than DOR in row-based placements because it employs YX routing for reply traffic. In XY routing packets ejected from MCs start to contend in already congested neighboring MC routers. Employing YX routing for reply packets reduces the amount of contention for the reply packets as they leave the MCs.
As mentioned earlier, when we move MCs apart from each other, contention is reduced and performance is increased. That is, if we use DCIE 2P and CDR with the peripheral row-based placement of Figure 30 (a) we will get a 15.4% performance improvement over the baseline. This combination (DCIE-CDR-2P with PeripheralRow placement) is our best performing peripheral configuration. Similar to observations by Abts et al. [2009] employing CDR with a scattered placement does not result in further improvements in performance (compared to DOR routing). In our experiments changing DOR routing to CDR routing for the scattered placement of Figure 30 (d) using DCIE 2P results in a slowdown of 1.3%.
Open-Loop NoC Simulation Study
Figure 32 plots open-loop latency versus offered load for the combinations of checkerboard and multiple injection ports evaluated earlier using closed-loop simulation for both uniform many-to-few and hotspot traffic. For hotspot traffic 20% of requests go to one MC as opposed to 12.5% (1/8) for uniform random. These open-loop simulations use a single network with two logical networks for request and reply traffic. Checkerboard Routing (CR) and DOR have almost the same latency in both traffic patterns as checkerboard routing is minimal. These figures show that combining Checkerboard Placement (CP), Checkerboard Routing (CR), and two injection ports at the MC (2P) improves performance by increasing saturation throughput versus the top-bottom placement (TB). The double bandwidth counterpart of baseline (2x-TB) is also shown for reference. The largest contributors to performance for uniform random traffic are the placement of MCs and increasing the number of injection ports at the MCs (note read response packets are larger than read request packets). For the hotspot traffic the improvements of MC placement are more moderate. The hotspot node is MC 0 which is located on the top right corner of the chip in our scattered MC placement. Adding the extra injection ports at MCs improves performance significantly by alleviating the bottlenecks created by hotspot traffic. Although addresses are low-order interleaved among MCs every 256 bytes [Harris 2009 ] to reduce hotspots we have observed that temporary hotspots happen in closed-loop simulations.
Area Analysis
We use a modified version of Orion 2.0 [Kahng et al. 2009 ] to estimate the area of buffers, allocators, and links of the various NoC designs we explore in this article. Recent studies have highlighted the inaccuracies of Orion 2.0 especially for technology nodes smaller than 65nm [Sun et al. 2012] . Therefore, we calibrate the crossbar area estimation portion of Orion as described shortly. First we calculate the number of crosspoints needed to implement the crossbar and then multiply this number by the area of a single crosspoint. We use an empirical method to estimate the area of the crosspoint. The number of crosspoints is calculated according to the following formula.
CW denotes channel width in bits and nI and nO denote the number of input and output ports, respectively.
To calculate the area of a single crosspoint we use an empirical model where we first measure the crosspoint area of three router designs for which we have access to their crossbar area numbers [Kumar et al. 2007a; Vangal et al. 2008; Salihundam et al. 2010] . We extract the crossbar area from the provided die photos. The crossbar in Salihundam et al. [2010] is implemented in 45nm technology. Its area is scaled to 65nm before calculating its crosspoint area. We calculate the crosspoint area as the average crosspoint area of the three designs mentioned earlier which turns out to be 2.07um 2 . Unmodified Orion's crosspoint area is around 4.24um 2 . That is, our estimation technique provides crossbar areas that are over 2 times smaller than unmodified Orion. Table VI provides the area estimates for the designs we evaluated.
The area of non-NoC parts of the chip was estimated by measurements from GTX280's die photo. We estimated each compute core to be 5.25mm 2 and each MC to be 10.48mm 2 . Our baseline of 28 compute nodes and 8 MCs adds up to 230.84mm 2 . We also estimated an area of 13.84mm 2 for L2 caches using Cacti. As a result the total area of non-NoC components of our baseline is 244.68mm 2 . Adding this number to the estimated NoC area for each network design results in the total chip area (last column of table). We assume the injection/ejection links have a length of 0.05mm and include their contribution to area under "Link Area" column. Note that this overhead is negligible compared to the size of other components as a 64-bit local link would take around 0.001mm 2 . The first row of Table VI shows the area of the baseline mesh with a channel width of 16 bytes and the second row a mesh with a channel width of 32 bytes. As expected, a quadratic increase in the router area happens by doubling the channel width. The high area overhead of the mesh with channel width 32 bytes, which is 40% of chip area, makes it impractical to build. By exploiting half routers, which occupy only 63% of the area of a full router 16 , the checkerboard network results in a 4% reduction in total router area (comparing sum of router area numbers which are 37.6mm 2 in 65nm for checkerboard and 36.2mm 2 for baseline router). By further taking advantage of the quadratic dependency, the double network reduces the area further by 30% (comparing sum of router area numbers for combined double checkerboard and single checkerboard which keeps the buffer sizes constant). The area of DCI with 4 VCs is also the same as double CP CR network. Table VI's "DCI 2P w/4VC" row shows the area of the 4 VC DCI configuration with 2 injection/ejection ports at MC nodes; multiport MC routers increase the NoC area overhead by 4.2%. As the chip scales and the number of compute nodes increases in the future, the relative overhead of multiport router decreases because the number of MCs scales at a much slower pace.
DCI needs to determine its injection subnetwork based on the distance to destination node column. If we assume table-based routing, we need a lookup table with a 1-bit entry per destination, that is, overhead is a 36-bit lookup table per node. This table can be further optimized to have 8 entries for the compute nodes and 28 entries for MCs.
Throughput Effectiveness
Combining the optimizations in Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 (checkerboard placement, checkerboard routing, and 2 injection ports at MC routers, i.e., single CP-CR-2P) results in a 19.6% speedup versus our baseline introduced in Section 2 as shown in Figure 33 . Compared with 42.3% speedup of an ideal network, this throughput effective network 21:28 A. Bakhoda et al. achieves 47% of the performance possible with an ideal network while reducing area. This design improves throughput effectiveness (IPC/mm 2 ) by 19.9% (using the area numbers in baseline and CP-CR 2p rows of Table VI ). The majority of the gain in throughput effectiveness is the result of increased performance rather than reduced area.
Utilizing channel slicing and the simpler routing of the DCIE technique evaluated in Section 5.6 along with the preceding techniques results in a 19.5% speedup over the baseline while reducing the area compared to a single CP-CR-2P configuration. The speedups over baseline are shown as DCIE-DOR in Figure 33 . This design offers the best trade-off of performance and area among the combinations of proposed techniques and results in a 24.3% improvement in throughput effectiveness (IPC/mm 2 ). It was shown as "Thr. Eff." point in Figure 2 .
If a peripheral placement is desired then CDR routing can be employed. Using CDR routing with the PeripheralRow-based MC placement of Figure 30 (a) results in a 15.4% speedup over baseline without changing the area footprint of DCIE. The speedups of this design can be seen as DCIE-CDR bars in Figure 33 . Using this technique improves throughput effectiveness (IPC/mm 2 ) by 20.0%.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss interactions of concentration with our proposed techniques and provide comparisons with other topologies. We also discuss scalability and power issues. In this section, references to a "throughput-effective" design refer to a DCIE 2P network with scattered placement of MCs similar to Figure 30 Concentration is a form of "hierarchical" network with the first level of the network hierarchy being the "concentration" or a simple multiplexor (the actual implementation can vary). The techniques provided in this work are orthogonal to concentration. Our techniques are suited for cases with many compute nodes and few MCs. We expect the many-to-few-to-many property to be true regardless of compute node concentration. Given the slow rate of increase in the number of pins per chip [ITRS 2008 ] the number of MCs will remain at their current level well into the future. Concentration has been proposed for NoCs in the form of high-radix routers like CMesh and flattened butterfly [Balfour and Dally 2006; Kim et al. 2007] . We refer to this form of concentration as integrated concentration and will discuss it in Section 6.2. An alternative implementation would be applying concentration to multiple input sources first (i.e., external concentration [Kumar et al. 2009] ) and then feeding the router only with a single port. In this approach the router radix is the same as the case without concentration. We refer to this form of concentration as external concentration. 17 In Section 5.6 we mentioned having a DCIE with 4 VCs is more throughput effective than having 2 VCs. The studies of this section were performed before we came to that conclusion and assume 2 VCs.
Current GPUs seem to be employing a combination of external concentration and crossbars. We now provide a comparison of this approach with mesh-based topologies and the reasons it needs to change in the future. As mentioned earlier, a crossbar would be connecting components that are scattered throughout the chip. Routing very long wires to and from a central crossbar is neither easy nor inexpensive. We simulated an asymmetric crossbar NoC with a 10 × 8 router for requests and an 8 × 10 router for replies and external concentration of 3 for the compute nodes. If we assume a flit size of 16 bytes, the overall HM IPC is 1.1% better than our baseline while the estimated NoC area is around a quarter of the baseline. We are not including the links in area comparison for simplicity. It is clear that an asymmetric crossbar is better in terms of throughput effectiveness compared to baseline. On the other hand, in order to achieve a performance similar to our best throughput-effective design we need to increase the flit size of the asymmetric crossbar to 24 bytes. At this point the crossbar has an HM IPC of 2% more than our DCIE 2P design while its total NoC area is 12% smaller.
Nevertheless as the number of nodes and bandwidth demand grows in the future the crossbar will lose its advantage as its complexity goes up with the number of ports and flit size requirements. Routing long links to connect to a central crossbar becomes problematic and will require multiple cycles. A large crossbar also becomes a single point of failure bringing down yield. On the other hand, if a mesh is faulty the chip can still be sold after disabling some rows and/or columns. A mesh would provide low area, good performance, and regularity in design and high yields. Another consideration is that our mesh-based DCI technique can be easily extended to support coherence in a system like Intel's Knights Corner [Seiler et al. 2008 ] by adding virtual channels. However, asymmetric crossbars cannot support coherence protocols that require compute nodes to communicate directly; coherence would require a fully connected symmetric central crossbar in such a case. Note that all the nodes connected to a symmetric crossbar can directly send packets to each other while an asymmetric crossbar only allows the nodes on opposing sides of the crossbar to communicate. For example, in the configuration simulated earlier, the 10 concentrated compute nodes cannot directly communicate with each other.
Topology
In this section we compare our proposed throughput-effective technique (DCIE 2P with scattered placement) with two previously proposed topologies: flattened butterfly [Kim et al. 2007] and CMesh [Balfour and Dally 2006] . Flattened butterfly is intended to minimize latency which is not the first priority in our system; our priority is increasing throughput. Since flattened butterfly is a high-radix topology, we used a 64-node system as our baseline to have a meaningful comparison. The 64-node baseline is configured as an 8 × 8 mesh with DOR routing and a top-bottom MC arrangement. For the following comparisons we simulated 56 compute cores and 8 MCs and kept the bisection bandwidth constant.
Our throughput effective technique results in a 28% HM speedup while flattened butterfly results in a 17% HM slowdown over the 64-node baseline. That is, our throughputeffective technique is 54% HM faster than flattened butterfly. As the bisection bandwidth is held constant, the link width of flattened butterfly is 8 bytes. This means the terminal bandwidth of MC nodes in the flattened butterfly configuration is half of the baseline single mesh and a quarter of DCIE 2P mesh configuration. This is the primary reason for the slowdown of flattened butterfly and results in DCIE 2P being more throughput effective, even though the flattened butterfly has a smaller area (total router area is 41% smaller than DCIE 2P). The performance of flattened butterfly can be improved with the multiport MC technique (Section sec:2port) but this would also increase the cost of the flattened butterfly network.
We also simulated a CMesh with express channels [Balfour and Dally 2006] while keeping the bisection bandwidth constant. CMesh with express channels results in a 19% HM speedup over baseline 64-node. That is, CMesh is 7% slower than our throughput-effective technique while its area is around 21% higher. If we assume a CMesh with no express channels, then keeping bisection bandwidth constant results in a flit size of 32 bytes which translates into a total router area that is 4.5× larger than our throughput-effective technique. This CMesh topology is also 12% faster than the DCIE 2P technique but not as throughput effective. Note that all of our techniques are applicable to CMesh and can increase its efficiency, although the benefit of half routers diminishes as the number of local ports increases.
Scalability
We expect the benefits of our techniques to increase as the number of compute cores increases in the future, as the number of MCs will not scale at the same pace as compute nodes which exacerbates the many-to-few-to-many issue. In fact, the number of MCs has been kept under eight by the industry. For example, while NVIDIA's GTX280 has 8 MCs, more recent GTX480 and GTX TITAN have 6 MCs.
In order to show the scalability of our proposed techniques we simulated an 11 × 11 system with 112 compute nodes and 8 MCs in addition to the 64-node configuration mentioned in Section 6.2. One node was left empty to prevent load-balancing issues in our benchmarks that can skew the results for the 11×11 configuration. Applying DCIE 2P technique results in a 28% speedup and a 50% total router area reduction for the 64-node system. When same techniques are applied to the 120-node configuration, a 43% speedup and a 51% total router area reduction is achieved. In our baseline 36-node configuration, similar comparisons result in a 11.9% speedup and a 49% total router area reduction. These results indicate that benefits of our techniques increase in terms of both speedup and area reduction as the network scales and becomes larger.
We also expect the benefits of reducing NoC area to increase as technology nodes get smaller. As the technology scales other components on the chip also scale down, so the ratio of routers to the total chip area does not go down. In fact, since: (1) the wire pitch is not scaling at a lower rate than transistors and (2) crossbars and links are wire dominated, we expect that the ratio of interconnect will increase in smaller technology nodes. For example in Intel's 65nm and 45nm technology nodes, transistors scale at 65/45 = 0.69 rate while wire pitch scales at 210nm/160nm = 0.76 rate [Bai et al. 2004; Ingerly et al. 2008] . This means wire-dominated parts like a crossbar become lager relative to other components. As a real example, 5-port 144-bit routers occupy 1.17 mm 2 in 45nm technology [Salihundam et al. 2010] which is not particularly small.
Power
While power is increasingly becoming an important factor in NoC design, our focus in this article is to increase performance while reducing area. Nevertheless the design process for a power-centric approach can be driven utilizing the same framework that we used to arrive at our throughput-effective organizations. For example, a weighted combination of power and area can be used as the denominator of throughput-effective equation (we used IPC/mm 2 ). In general, the power consumed in the router is dominated by buffer, crossbar, and the channels [Sun et al. 2012] . Our throughput-effective approach reduces NoC area by reducing complexity of these components-and thus, we expect the power consumed to be proportionally reduced as well. Our approach never increases the distance traveled by packets on the chip, as it has minimal routing. In fact, the scattered MC placement of checkerboard routing reduces the average packet hop count. The reduced hop counts should directly translate into dynamic power savings.
The proposed half router shares some similarity to the low-cost router microarchitecture [Kim 2009 ]. However, unlike the low-cost router microarchitecture which provides full connectivity for XY routing, the routing is restricted in the half router to further reduce complexity. Volos et al. [2012] employ a double network organization where each subnetwork is specialized based on the packet types traversing it. The resulting asymmetric network enables energy saving in their target domain of cache-coherent server workloads. Das et al. [2009] employ a hybrid of bus and mesh interconnects which is beneficial when there is locality in traffic. However, unlike CMPs there is no locality in our traffic pattern as the communication is between the many cores and the few MCs. The heterogeneous NoC work by Mishra et al. [2011] was done concurrently with our work and utilizes the same concepts as our work which is improving a few routers of NoC while improving the overall system performance. However, their work is orthogonal to our work-they leverage the heterogeneity of the mesh topology to create their heterogeneous network while our work leverages the heterogeneity of the traffic pattern between the many nodes and few MCs.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we analyze the impact of communication and on-chip network across a wide range of applications in throughput accelerators. We describe how reducing router latency does not significantly improve overall application-level performance but increasing costly bandwidth does. Then we show how the many-to-few-to-many traffic pattern creates a bottleneck in the on-chip network as a result of large and frequent read-reply packets. We focus on improving the throughput effectiveness of on-chip network where we optimize for higher application throughput per area. To achieve a throughput-effective on-chip network, we propose a checkerboard organization where we exploit half routers to reduce crossbar area while maintaining a minimal routing algorithm. We then employ multiport routers at MCs to increase the terminal bandwidth of the network and alleviate the many-to-few-to-many bottleneck. We then propose the "double checkerboard inverted" network which utilizes half routers in a channel-sliced network. This technique further improves performance by providing better load-balancing and results in a 24.3% improvement of throughput effectiveness over the baseline. We also propose an extension of the double checkerboard inverted that employs class-based deterministic routing and can be utilized to provide a similar throughput effectiveness if a peripheral placement of MCs is desired.
